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About This Game

Could you survive a zombie apocalypse?

"Zombie Exodus" is a thrilling 750,000-word interactive survival-horror novel by Jim Dattilo, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based--without animation or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

It starts with a daring escape from your zombie-infested city, and it ends at Zombie Exodus, when a horde of zombies swarms
outlying settlements like locusts.

Will you be a soldier, athlete, carpenter, minister, or scientist? Play as male or female, gay or straight, and even find romance in
the post-apocalypse.

Are you ready for Zombie Exodus?
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Solid but not spectacular shoot em up. It's missing any story elements and some basic options like resolution and...the ability to
pause.....but the controls are solid. The gameplay can be hecetic, in a good way. It doesn't stand out in anyway, but it's servicible.

For more information and gameplay: http:\/\/youtu.be\/cmr5EepZKHI. Devs really care about what they are making. Do not buy
if you want to play. Buy if you want to support development.. Not a fan of the power-up system but everything else is absolutely
fantastic.

If you like shmups, Super Hydorah is a must.. Its so hard. This one is a lot of fun. It can get pretty crazy. Seems faster paced
than the other Luxor games I've played.. would buy plum gum for sure. Frederic is back with a new piano, a new ride and a new
look. He no longer looks like a dirty Van Helsing, now he looks like a wanna be Michael Jackson. I have carpal tunnel in my left
wrist after beating the game. I prefer the other games musical tracks to this one. These tracks are rather long and quite hard to
beat on higher difficulty. Anyways, can't beat the price.
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I enjoy text based adventure like these and this is another well done story.. Simple and with the taste of Football (not Soccer)..
Nice simple western style game. The teaser movie of this game is funnier than the game itself.
Great idea but clearly not finished yet.
The bow (shooting birds) is not working well. Arrows will not always be placed well on the string of the bow. Throwing axes
towards walking skeletons:an impossible task.
No one was online so a multiplayer or Lan game was not possible.

Hope there will be artificial opponents to be added to the game so you can dual without the multiplayer or Lan option.. 10\/10
would recommend for children. I Highly Recommend Playing This Game Its So Fun 10\/10 Excellent Game!. It is exploring
game and somehow the mood of game makes it pretty scary! It gets stressfull to collect plants to keep your air up and make sure
you don't drown because you have to start from beginning if you do. Puzzles are ok and game is very interesting. Music is
beatiful. It is a good game.. Ore really shines when you have a steamlink and 3 friends on a couch(which is how I first played it)
-but I've still had a great time in single player tbh. With crazy friendly fire and mass waves of npc's i think there is a pretty good
amount of replayability as a party game. But it also has just enough difficulty\/content\/depth to keep me engaged for more
sessions as well.
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